Never Miss Your Ride Again!

Thousand Oaks Transit’s RADAR is an alert system that notifies you about your scheduled trips via telephone, email, text, or a combination of all three. Select which alerts you want to receive and change how you want to receive them any time. Choose to be notified the night before, moments before your ride arrives, or both.

• Always have enough time to get ready
• Receive accurate estimate of vehicle arrival

With RADAR from Thousand Oaks Transit, getting around has never been easier!

Signing up is simple

• Call 805-375-5467 to make your next reservation
• Let the agent know you want to sign up for RADAR
• Pick your alert preferences: text, email, telephone or a combination
• Choose to be notified the night prior to your trip, moments before your ride arrives, or both
• Allows you to cancel trips early enough to avoid late cancellation and no show penalties
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